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We demonstrate from observations that kinetic Alfvén waves may play an important role in facilitating

magnetic reconnection. These waves radiate outwards from the diffusion region oblique to the magnetic

field in a conelike pattern delimited by the X line separatrices with outward energy fluxes equivalent to

that contained in the outstreaming ions. It is shown that the wave vectors reverse across the X and

symmetry lines and have a large out of plane component. We estimate that these waves drive significant

transport through the diffusion region.
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In the presence of a guide magnetic field, the dynamics
in reconnection diffusion regions may be described in
terms of generalized kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) [1,2].
The importance of KAWs in magnetic reconnection may
be evaluated from the microphysics of wave-particle inter-
actions in the electric and magnetic fields they carry [3]
and macroscopically through consideration of their contri-
bution to the energetics or the effective radiation resistance
[4,5] that their emission represents. In this Letter, we
exploit multipoint observations from the Cluster spacecraft
[6] through a reconnection diffusion region to identify
KAW wave-vector morphology and evaluate the impor-
tance of these waves in the reconnection process.

Figure 1 shows observations from the Cluster spacecraft
while crossing the Earth’s neutral sheet at a distance of
�18 Earth radii antisunward of the Earth. This interval was
identified by Ref. [7] as a transition through a reconnection
ion diffusion region. The 4 Cluster spacecraft at this time
were separated by �150 km. Figure 1(a) shows the trajec-
tory of the spacecraft through the X line. This trajectory
represents the motion of the center of the Cluster tetrahe-
dron in the frame of the magnetic field structure (or current
sheet) [Fig. 1(b)] determined from the measurement of the
plasma flows [Fig. 1(c)], a cross-correlation analysis of the
slowly varying (>100 s) magnetic field between space-
craft [UZGSM, Fig. 1(d); GSM denotes geocentric solar
magnetospheric coordinates] and estimates of the current
from application of the ‘‘curlometer’’ technique [Fig. 1(e)].
We find that the minimum and maximum variance direc-
tions derived both from the curlometer current and from
the magnetic field measured from each spacecraft are
primarily in the ZGSM and XGSM directions, respectively,
with some variation as the spacecraft traverses the symme-
try line. These directions are consistent with that obtained
from the interspacecraft cross-correlation analysis.
Consequently, the X, Y, and Z GSM directions correspond
to the usual reconnection L,M, andN coordinates. We also
find a guide field averaged over this interval of �5 nT.

In GSM coordinates, Figs. 1(b)–1(e) indicate that the
magnetic field structure moved initially upward (þZ) tak-
ing the spacecraft from a region of strong field strength and
no flow at 23:28 UT into one of weaker fluctuating fields
after 23:28:30 UT with tailward ion flow. We observe
intensification in Jy and Jx beginning at 23:28:20 and a

reversal in Jx at 23:28:30 consistent with the reversal of the
nearly field-aligned currents which close Hall currents
across reconnection separatrices. A second reversal in Jx
is observed at 23:29:40UT coincident with a reversal in the
ion flow direction shown in Fig. 1(c). Subsequently, the
spacecraft enter a region of further intensified JY and pass
through a point of low magnetic field strength at
23:30:30 UT. This point corresponds to the spacecraft
passage through the symmetry line. Integrating UZGSM in
time from 23:28:30 UT until the symmetry line crossing
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) X line crossing schematic in GSM.
(b) Magnetic field. (c) Ion flow along XGSM. (d) Current sheet
motion in ZGSM. (e) r� B=�o and r � B=�o.
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yields a distance in Z of �1400� 1000 km with the
uncertainty due to variation with alternate correlation
lengths. The current sheet motion after the symmetry line
crossing becomes oscillatory in UZ GSM.

The normalized reconnection rate can be approximated
as Mo � tan�r ¼ Bz=Bx, where �r is the half-angle of the
outflow region identified in Fig. 1(a). The value of Bz=Bx

averaged over the four spacecraft through the current sheet
is Mo � 0:16 and is consistent with previous rates ob-
served for reconnection in the Earth’s magnetosphere [8].
The reconnection rate may also be defined asMo � 2d=L,
where d is the half width of the diffusion region in the Z
direction and L is its length along X. d may be estimated
from Ampere’s law as Jy � Box=ð�odÞ, where Box ¼
17 nT is the magnetic field along X on the outer edge of
the current sheet. Jy has already been determined from the

curlometer technique shown in Fig. 1(e) and has an average
value of Jy�av ¼ 1:8� 10�8 A=m2. This yields d �
730 km, which is within the range defined by the cross-
correlation analysis, and provides L � 9140 km. The av-
erage density observed over the interval shown in Fig. 1 is
�0:1 cm�3, which yields an ion inertial length of 710 km.
Mo can equivalently be defined as vz=vx, where vz is the
inflow speed and vx the outflow speed. The inflow speed is
difficult to measure; however, the outflow speed, averaged
over the interval shown in Fig. 1(c), is vx � 300 km=s and
so vz � 48 km=s. vz is determined by the transport rate
through the diffusion region and can be estimated as vz ¼
D=d, whereD is an effective diffusion coefficient averaged
over d. To provide vz � 48 km=s requires D� 3:5�
1010 m2=s. D provides a metric enabling us to evaluate

the importance of the integrated effects of wave action
through the diffusion region or over that region where
demagnetization takes place. Interestingly, for the average
plasma parameters observed (Bo ¼ 14:5 nT; no ¼
0:1 cm�3; Ti ¼ 5670 eV, Te ¼ 1580 eV), D is approxi-
mately the Bohm diffusion coefficient.
Figure 2(a) shows the transverse magnetic (BXFAC) and

electric field (EYFAC) fluctuations observed on Cluster 2 in
field-aligned coordinates (FAC). YFAC lies in the spacecraft
spin plane orthogonal to the projection of Bo into this
plane, and ZFAC is field-aligned. This coordinate system
is chosen to provide a component of E perpendicular (?)
to Bo from spin plane measurements without assuming
E �Bo ¼ 0 for the purpose of dispersion analyses. The
spectrograms of BXFAC and EYFAC are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) and reveal no structuring at either the
Hþ gyro frequency (fp) or the lower hybrid frequency

(fLH). Comparison with Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) shows that
enhanced spectral energy densities are correlated with
fluxes of field-aligned electrons suggesting wave heating/
acceleration in parallel to Bo wave electric fields (Ek).
Based on mode identification, we will show momentarily
that, while Ek for these waves is finite, Ek=E? � 1. This
allows us to use E � Bo � 0 to estimate the outflowing
Poynting flux (SX in GSM) shown in Fig. 2(f). For instru-
mental reasons, this calculation is also subject to the con-
dition that Bo be >6� from the spin plane which leads to
small gaps in SX.
Comparison of SX with the energy flux ("X) of the ion

jets [red line in Fig. 2(f)] reveals that they generally share
the same orientation. Averaging "X and SX along the space-
craft trajectory, we find Sav="av � 0:9, where Sav and "av
are the total of the average energy flux in �XGSM directed
outflow jets. Hence the fluctuating fields are an important
sink for magnetic field energy liberated by reconnection.
This result can be checked for energy conservation. The
total outflow energy flux is �outflow � 2ðvxBout
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) BXFAC and EYFAC as defined in text.
(b) BXFAC dynamic spectrogram; the white line is the lower
hybrid frequency (fLH), and the black line the Hþ gyro fre-
quency (fp). (c) EYFAC dynamic spectrogram. (d) e� energy

spectrogram. (e) e� pitch angle spectrogram. (f) Poynting flux
(SX) and ion energy flux ("X) along XGSM.
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FIG. 3 (color). (a) k orientation schematic. (b) Phase in B
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Sav þ "av � 1:5� 10�4 W=m2 and is dominated by the
Sav and "av contributions. The inflow energy flux is
�inflow � 2ðvzB

2
in=2�oÞ � 2:4� 10�5, where Bin �

25 nT is defined in the inflow region outside the separa-
trices, and the small inflow wave and particle energy flux
contributions have been ignored. Hence �inflow �
�outflowMo as required for energy conservation.

Figure 3(a) provides a schematic of the k orientation
based on the results shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(d) derived from
interferometry [9]. In Fig. 3(b), we show the relative phase
between spacecraft 2 and 3 which are separated largely
along the X direction. Over this interval a phase reversal
occurs as the spacecraft traverse the flow reversal with 2
leading 3 before 23:29:40 and 3 leading 2 afterwards.
Hence, the phase fronts move outward from the reconnec-
tion X line. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the orientation of k
derived using all four spacecraft over bandwidth in the
spacecraft frame from 0.01–1 Hz where �xz ¼
tan�1ðkx=kzÞ and �xy ¼ tan�1ðkx=kyÞ. In the X � Z (X �
Y) plane, 0� and 90� correspond to k aligned with the
þZðþYÞ and þX directions, respectively. Before the X
line crossing, we find that in the X � Z plane k points
primarily in theþZ direction and in the X � Y plane points
largely in the �Y direction. In both planes at this time k is
canted in the direction of outward (�X) ion flow. After
traversing the flow reversal at 23:29:30 UT, the spacecraft
remained close to the symmetry line and in the X� Z

plane k points in the X direction (i.e., �xz � 90�) close to
the direction of the flow. As the spacecraft moves in �Z
away from the symmetry line k tends toward the �Z and
þY directions and again remains canted in the flow direc-
tion particularly in the X� Z plane. We note that jkj in
each plane is comparable. Consequently, k reverses in the
out of plane (or Y) direction across the symmetry line and
transitions from 0�–90� in the X� Z plane with respect to
the symmetry line with motion towards the separatrices.
Together with the outward radiating SX, these observations
show that wave emission from the X line has some simi-
larity to that from a localized source in laboratory plasmas
[10,11].
Figure 4(a) shows the k spectra of the observed field

fluctuations averaged over the interval shown in Fig. 1. In
deriving these quantities we have performed the rotation to
FAC in !sp space and determined k from interferometry

(symbols) and the approximation k � !sp=vjet, where !sp

and vjet are the frequency and ion flow speed, respectively,

in the spacecraft frame. We find approximate agreement
between the results from both techniques suggesting that
the wave phase speed in the ion frame along the flow
direction is much less than the ion flow speed. This elim-
inates whistlers and lower hybrid waves as candidate wave
modes since for these modes !=k > VA > vjet (VA denotes

Alfvén speed). In Bx we can identify power law variations

with k�3=2 for k�i 	 1 and k�7=3 for k�i > 1 (�i denotes
ion gyroradii). A similar trend is found in Ey for k�i 	 1

with a gentler slope for k�i > 1 to provide an increasingly
electrostatic wave with increasing k. Interferometry yields
k?=kk 
 2 ! 4 as k�i ¼ 1 ! 8, where the inequality

arises because scales along Bo (�k) provide phase differ-

ences at the limit of our resolution.
Figure 4(b) shows the observed EYFAC=BXFAC ratio and

that expected for KAWand fast mode/whistler waves from
the full hot plasma dispersion tensor using the average
parameters given above. We find good agreement between
the observed ratio and that expected for KAWs with in-
creasing �W ¼ arctanðk?=kkÞ as k increases. The ratio for

the whistler mode over this k range provides a poor fit for
all �W . We note that the correction EYFAC ¼ E0

YFAC þ ðv�
BÞYFAC to bring EYFAC from the spacecraft frame to the
plasma frame (E0

YFAC) is 	 30% in EYFAC=BXFAC and for

reconnection flows effectively zero since vxBz � vzBx. A
similar analysis is applied to the B?=Bk ratio in Fig. 4(c),

which also shows consistency with KAWs for k�i 
 1.
As KAWs, these waves provide finite Ek yet satisfy

Ek=E? � 1 as used to estimate SX in Fig. 2(f).

KAWs radiate from a localized source, such as the ion
diffusion region, within a cone of angular extent given by

�c � 0:385ð!=�iÞ½ðTi þ TeÞ=mi�1=2=VA radians [10,11].
For!ðkÞ the largest frequency KAWs will propagate along
the edges of the cone yet retain !=�i < 1. From observa-
tions, the angular range over which these waves are ob-
served is delineated by the extent of the outstreaming ions.
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From above, this range is defined as �r¼ arctanðMoÞ�9�.
Consequently, the frequency for the temperatures given
earlier, which provides �c ¼ �r, is !�c=�i ¼ 0:5 and
hence !ðkÞ=�i 	 0:5 consistent with KAW wave
frequencies.

Since VA � vi (denotes ion thermal speed), these waves
are subject to ion damping which may lead to cross-field
transport. Using a quasilinear treatment of the gyrokinetic
equation, we generalized the drift-kinetic diffusion coeffi-
cient due to Landau damping (LD) [12] to also include
transport resulting from magnetic field gradient drift (rB)
and transit time damping (TD) [3]

DW �
�
�

8

�
1=2 X6

j¼1

X
k

1

jkkjvi

�jEYðkÞj
Bo

�
2
dj; (1)

where nvz�w ¼ �Dwrzn and vz�w is the velocity of the

plasma across the magnetic field. Here d1 ¼ �2R00
0,

d2 ¼ �2ð1þ �Þ2R00
4, d3 ¼ 2ð	2�2Þ=ðk?2�i

2ÞR11
2, d4 ¼

�2��ð1þ �ÞR00
2, d5 ¼ 23=2ð	�2Þ=ðk?�iÞR10

1, and

d6 ¼ �23=2	��ðlþ �Þ=ðk?�iÞR10
3. d1, d2, and d3 are

the LD,rB, and TD terms, respectively, and d4–6 are cross
terms. There is also a contribution due to curvature drift
which we have not included. � ¼ !d=!, where !d ¼
kvi � ½B=jBj � �irB=B� is the drift frequency, � ¼
�k?Ek=kkE?, and 	 ¼ EkTD=Ek, where EkTD �
�i½mjv

2
i =ð2BoÞ�kkBkðkÞ=qi is the effective Ek due to the

wave ion mirror force. Also,

Rl
nm¼2

Z 1

0
dxxlþ1JnðbxÞJmðbxÞexp½�x2�ð
�
dx

2Þ2�;
(2)

where b ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p
k?�i, 
 ¼ !=ð ffiffiffi

2
p

kkviÞ, 
d ¼ !d=ð
ffiffiffi
2

p
kkviÞ,

and J are Bessel functions. Equation (1) provides mean-
ingful estimates forDW for �? <LB � �i, where LB is the
gradient scale of the magnetic field and !d � k?vi�i=LB.
However, as indicated above, over this �? range there is
significant uncertainty in �k (kk). Allowable values for kk
must be small enough to provide!=�i < 1 for consistency
with the EY=BX ratio shown in Fig. 4(b) yet correspond to
parallel scales of the order of the ion diffusion region (L �
9140 km) in X or less. These criteria restrict kk to �1�
10�7 m�1. Substituting this kk and using EYFACðkÞ and

BkðkÞ with KAW wave dispersion yields the curves shown

in Fig. 4(d), where we plot the contributions from LD, rB,
and TD. Summing over k > 2�=�i and j ¼ 1–6, we find
DW � 1010 m2=s similar to D with the rB contribution
dominant. For density gradients a small fraction of a cm�3

across the diffusion region DW in the plasma frame will
provide inflow speeds comparable to vz.

The importance of KAWs can also be estimated from the
dissipation that their emission represents. For a diffusion
region of width h across the magnetotail, the total power
radiated from the outflow regions is PW ¼ RR

Sxdydz�

Sav � 2d� h, where Sav ¼ 6:8� 10�5 W=m2 is the aver-
age magnitude of the radiated Sx we observe over the
interval shown in Fig. 2. Since PW ¼ Iy

2R, where I¼RR
JYdxdz� Jy�av�L� 2d is the total current through

the diffusion region and R is the resistance, the resistivity
due to radiation resistance is �rad ¼ 4d2LSW=I

2 ¼
Sav=ðJy2LÞ ¼ Drad�o. Using the averaged values, this
yields Drad � 1010 m2=s similar to D. With Mo ¼
vz=vx ¼ 2d=L and taking vz ¼ Drad=d, L can be elimi-
nated, and we find that if radiation resistance due to these
waves accounts for the observed transport, then

Sav=ð�ovxJy
22d2Þ � 1 (3)

independent of Mo and related to the fraction of magnetic
energy converted to EM waves. For the observed averaged
values, this ratio is �0:5.
This analysis shows that KAWs play an important role in

magnetic reconnection. We estimate that KAWs are radi-
ated from the X line with energy flux equivalent to that in
the outward streaming ions and may drive significant
transport. These waves obey spectral trends expected for
MHD turbulence on large isotropic scales (k?=kk � 1;

k�3=2) and for KAWs on small anisotropic (k?=kk > 1;

k�7=3) subgyroradii scales [13]. We show that these waves
propagate with phase fronts which expand from the X line
in both the X and the Z directions in a manner that may be
consistent with the cone structure expected for KAWs
radiating from a localized source. k has a large out of plane
(Y) component which underscores the 3D nature of the
reconnection process observed.
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